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Tabular datasets in medicine and bioinformatics are usually:

- high-dimensional (5,000 - 20,000 features)
- small size (~100s samples/datapoints) (D >> N)

Introduction

D >> N

D features

N samples
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Problem: Neural networks tend to overfit on such small datasets, partially because the 
networks have too many degrees of freedom.

Research question: How to reduce overfitting and improve the accuracy of neural 
networks on tabular datasets with D >> N ?

short & wide 
tables



We propose a general method for D >> N
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GCondNet improves neural networks by:
extracting the "implicit relationships" between samples

performing “soft parameter-sharing” to constrain the 
model’s parameters

✅ simple & general
✅ improved accuracy
✅ robust to incorrect relationships
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Key idea: GCondNet additionally leverages 
the implicit relationships between samples 
across each feature.

Key idea: use the implicit sample-wise relationships

Standard methods capture the 
relationships between features.

Setup: Any tabular dataset, where each row        is a sample/datapoint.
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Generate a graph for each feature in the 
dataset (resulting in D graphs), with each 
node representing a sample (totalling N
nodes per graph).

Represent the sample-wise relationships as graphs
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A

B Use a Graph Neural Network (GNN) to 
extract graph embeddings from each of 
the D graphs.

Concatenate all graph embeddings into 
matrix
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Performing soft-parameter-sharing

End-to-end training.

Use to parameterise the first layer of a 
standard MLP as a convex combination
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The impact of GCondNet’s inductive bias

(3) GCondNet achieves 
lower validation error

(1) Both the MLP and GCondNet
fit the training data
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Experiment: Compare the loss curves on MLP and an equivalent GCondNet (averaged over 25 runs)

(2) MLP overfits



GCondNet outperforms other methods

- We evaluate on 9 real-world biomedical datasets
- GCondNet outperforms 15 standard and modern methods, including 

specialised methods for tabular datasets with D >> N
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Applying GCondNet to TabTransformer
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- GCondNet is a general framework for 
injecting graph-regularisation into 
various types of neural networks 
beyond an MLP

- Applying GCondNet to TabTransformer 
leads to consistent performance 
improvements by up to 14%

TabTransformer: Tabular data modeling using contextual embeddings. arXiv:2012.06678 (2020)



Summary

Feel free to reach out
am2770@cam.ac.uk

Scan for PDF
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GCondNet improves neural networks by extracting 
the "implicit relationships" between samples and 
performing “soft parameter-sharing” to constrain 
the model’s parameters.



Inductive bias: Two highly correlated
features will have similar graphs
embeddings, leading to similar weights in
the MLP's first layer

What is the inductive bias?
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